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Faith-Based Recovery Program that helps hurting people and 
communities earns the 2018 Platinum GuideStar Nonprofit 
Profile Seal of Transparency, the highest level of recognition 
offered by GuideStar. 
ROCKFORD, IL — RU RECOVERY MINISTRIES has earned the 2018 Platinum GuideStar 
Nonprofit Profile Seal of Transparency, the highest level of recognition offered by GuideStar, the 
world’s largest source of nonprofit information. By sharing metrics that highlight progress 


RU RECOVERY MINISTRIES is making toward its mission, the organization is helping donors 
move beyond simplistic ways of nonprofit evaluation such as overhead ratios.


"In accordance with our long-held belief in being transparent about our work,” said Brad 
Woodbury CFO, “we are excited to convey our organization’s results in a user-friendly and 
highly visual manner. By updating our GuideStar Nonprofit Profile to the Platinum level, we can 
now easily share a wealth of up-to-date organizational metrics with our supporters as well as 
GuideStar's immense online audience, which includes donors, grant-makers, our peers, and the 
media.” 

To reach the Platinum level, RU RECOVERY MINISTRIES added extensive information to its 
Nonprofit Profile on GuideStar: basic contact and organizational information; in-depth financial 
information; qualitative information about goals, strategies, and capabilities; and quantitative 
information about results and progress toward its mission. By taking the time to provide this 
information, RU RECOVERY MINISTRIES has demonstrated its commitment to transparency 
and to giving donors and funders meaningful data to evaluate RU RECOVERY MINISTRIES.


"I encourage you to visit our profile on GuideStar to see what we're all about," 
added TIM FARLEY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. “We’re thrilled that our GuideStar Platinum 
Nonprofit Profile and its associated benefits help us better communicate our organization’s 
exciting initiatives at a global scale.” https://www2.guidestar.org/profile/36-4404153 

About GuideStar Nonprofit Profiles 

The GuideStar database contains a profile for every tax-exempt nonprofit registered with the 
IRS. GuideStar encourages every nonprofit to claim and update its profile at no cost to the 
organization. Updating allows nonprofits to share a wealth of up-to-date information with the 



more than 8 million people who visit GuideStar to learn more about nonprofit organizations 
each year. Updating also allows nonprofits to share information with the more than 200 
philanthropic websites and applications that are powered by GuideStar data. To reach a given 
participation level, organizations need to complete all required fields for that participation level. 
The GuideStar participation levels, acknowledged as symbols of transparency in the nonprofit 
sector, are displayed on all updated participants' profiles in the GuideStar database.


For Additional Information you can visit our Press Kit page online at: https://rurecovery.com/
presskit/ 

GuideStar Profile: https://www2.guidestar.org/profile/36-4404153 

If you are in need of further information or a statement you can call our Executive Director Tim 
Farley at 815.209.2803 or email farley@reformu.com. 

For any questions regarding media or marketing, please contact 
Brad Woodbury woodbury@reformu.com 
Chief Financial Officer/Director of Development 

Benjamin Smith smith@reformu.com 
Design and Marketing Supervisor 
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